“A heart driven trawl through the rigours, delights, confusion and loyalty that
only a fellow Wildies fan could identify with.
If you love The Wildhearts you’re going to enjoy this passionate labour of love,
written over many years, detailing the band’s career through the eyes of a fan.
I’m extremely fortunate to have such amazing support from the world of Wildhearts
fans and I am deeply flattered that a book such as this exists.
Read, relax, enjoy ‘cos we’re frying tonight again!”
Ginger Wildheart, 2017

September 17th 2005:
Whilst standing in the middle of a field
freezing to the core, I had this crazily ambitious idea –
why not write a book?
zealot in wonderland

www.wildhearts-book.co.uk

INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOK
I’d been scribbling in some shape or form since the day I could hold a crayon, so I
thought writing a book would be like the equivalent of a really long scribble.
My name is Gary Davidson and I am a fan of music. I started writing seriously in 1998
after bumping into a couple of girls who ran a fanzine called Spudgun. After a year or
so, I began to write for Oxford’s number one music monthly Nightshift. This lasted until
2005. I was also lucky enough to spend a few years contributing to the well-established
Fly and Logo music magazines.
Being wrapped up in the euphoria of seeing a band you love can do funny things to
the mind, but Sofia and Martin (who were also standing on the clifftop) assured me that
they thought it was a great idea. Surely my decision to write a book couldn’t purely
be put down to the overactive endorphin situation streaming through my brain after
receiving a wealth of outstanding live music – could it?

Could this actually be one of the most erratic,
yet important decisions I’d ever made?

SYNOPSIS
Full of laughs, introspection and rock ‘n’ roll antics, Zealot
in Wonderland is the story of one man’s unexpected
thrust into a powerful obsession with British rock band
The Wildhearts.
Like every honeymoon period, this one begins with the sun in the sky and the stars to
aim for. However, as he gets to grips with his own life, relationships, and debilitating
depression, what once seemed like a simple journey to his younger self spirals out
of control, until his longing for an interview with The Wildhearts’ lead singer, Ginger,
causes the honeymoon to turn sour. But through it all, it is ultimately
the music which sees him through.

“Zealot is enjoyable, personal, funny and chock-a-block with tales
from life’s and the stage’s front barrier! 8/10”
Guy Shankland, Vive Le Rock Magazine
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Excerpt 1
Music has no boundaries, ‘-isms’, or restrictions: young/old, boy/girl, man/woman, introvert/extrovert,
there’s one thing we all share – from the cradle to the grave, music/sound has touched our lives. It makes
the bad times bearable, the good times even greater, memories seem like yesterdays, and tomorrows
worth waiting for. We don’t ask music into our lives; it invites itself around. As a lifelong gift, it asks only for
us to listen and, in return, provides us with pleasure. Ok, so we wouldn’t die without it – though I’m certain
it’s kept many alive – but it sure makes our lives a whole lot brighter until we draw our last breath.
It wouldn’t be the same saying farewell to a loved one without their favourite song soundtracking the
moment. Imagine the scene: ‘I Did It My Way’ showers its emotive clout over the congregation, making
grown men cry when before they had fought back the tears; the nearest and dearest of the departed are
mentally transported to a host of days gone by with which they associate that song; the vicar, perhaps,
is taken back to a time before he found God, when he had heard Sid Vicious’ comical battery of ‘I Did It
My Way’ in the company of the one he loved (brutally ironic considering the last thing our friend six feet
under saw was a hard wooden floor while stage diving at a punk gig…); the gravediggers whistle along
under their breaths, and the birds in the graveyard accompany them in song; a babe in arms gives no
acknowledgement, yet all the while files away sounds and melodies in her subconscious until, eighteen
years later, she will write her own songs about love, loss, and the father she never met. The song means
something different to each individual, yet unites them under its one common bond.

Excerpt 2
Not wanting to rest on my laurels after seeing them in June at Donington, I caught The Wildhearts a
couple of months later at a sunny Reading Festival. They were on the main stage, halfway up the bill,
lodged between the hardcore metal of New York’s Helmet and Afghan Whig’s soul-centric musings.
I remember us rushing up to the front of the stage in typical festival fashion, sliding and shimmying
our way between people, getting into prime position just in time to witness The Wildhearts ripping
Reading a second arsehole. On this occasion, I was with my long-suffering best buddy Rob, who I’d
been bombarding with my enthusiasm for the band ever since I’d come across them. Canadian Devin
Townsend was the guitarist filling CJ’s shoes – though Ginger had stated that Devin was a stand-in and
not a permanent replacement for CJ. Devin and Ginger had originally met when The Wildhearts supported
Steve Vai’s band, who Devin was singing for. During the tour, Ginger and Devin bonded with a delightful
game of seeing who could go the longest without washing. Many years later, while watching the Reading
set on YouTube, I was struck by how much Devin’s vocals stood out from Ginger’s, as opposed to blending
in, as CJ’s had at Donington.
Danny spent nearly the whole set on a flight case in agonising pain after dislocating his knee during the
blitzkrieg of opening song ‘Caffeine Bomb’. One minute we could see him, the next he had disappeared
without a trace. It was a case of there he is, now he’s gone, there he is, now he’s gone, as we bounced to
the beat of the drums, catching glimpses of him at the highest point of our jumps. Two stage guys helped
him onto the flight case while the rest of the band played on. He heroically dragged himself to the mic
and sang (or rather squealed) the, “Think I’m gonna throw” part and finished the remainder of the song
standing. For the rest of the set, however, he sat. He stuck it out until the end, though, still shaking his head
and bashing his feet against the flight case. What a trooper!
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Excerpt 3
On a more serious note, the other reason I hold ‘Bad Time’ close to my heart is an occurrence that took
place one Sunday in June ’96. I’m a little sketchy on the date, as it’s not exactly a fond memory. Something
happened that opened up my life as well as my eyes, something that pushed a secret held within out
into the open. I remember parts of that night as clearly as the glass of water I poured myself before sitting
down to write this. The remainder of this seismic event in my life is locked away forever in a section of my
brain, the key to which is lost, never be found again.
Strangely enough, the first thing that always springs to mind is music, specifically the vinyl version of
Ash’s fantastic album, ‘1977’, that was getting its second spin of the evening on my stereo. I was having my
usual litre of cider before heading off to Rob’s and then into town. We normally started off in The White
Hart, where we had our own corner and an unlimited number of pound coins to pile into the jukebox. The
Stone Roses were always our favourite choice. Rob was (apart from Dick) my only real mate, and we went
out drinking together maybe five or six times a week. However, in recent times, for reasons I was not then
entirely certain, depression was getting the better of me. It was bringing out the worst in life, gradually
extinguishing my will to live, so much so that, on the night in question, the flame had just about cast its
final shadow and taken its last breath of oxygen. My will had all but departed from its empty home, leaving
me with only a blot of nothingness to hold onto. Have you ever tried to hold onto nothing? That fucker can
slip between the narrowest of gaps, and I was in no fit state to plug the holes it was seeping through.

Excerpt 4
After riding the wave of fun, I crash-landed over the barrier, expecting security to march me out to the side
so that I could then go through the whole exhilarating process all over again. But I realised how wrong I
was when instead I found myself in a back alley staring at a brick wall. What happened for me to end up
outside, as opposed to remaining in the building, I’m not sure. But I managed to get back in through the
main entrance with a smile worthy of a thousand cheesy grins still plastered over my face. ‘Well, Gary,’ I
thought, ‘I think that little adventure deserves to be rewarded with a trip to the bar.’
The bar was packed, but needs must, so I waited, all the while hearing the Babies ripping the roof off in
the background. Over the noise of the music and constant chatter, my ears pricked up at the sound of a
Geordie accent to my right. Glancing over, I saw two blokes in deep discussion. The nearest to me looked
the spit of Ginger. ‘Nah, it isn’t. He looks different… It can’t be,’ I told myself. Then, just as I was pondering
the prospect of my favourite musician standing right next to me, as opposed to being on a stage, the other
guy called him Ginge’. ‘It fucking well is ’im!’ I thought. ‘As I live and breathe, the guy that’s responsible for
giving me so much joy in my life over the last six years is standing at the bar only three feet away.
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Excerpt 5
I yanked the volume up to a ludicrous level and readied myself in anticipation of the sonic assault I
expected from the next song, ‘Liberty Cap’. A mercurial bass line snuck in and pummelled into the rest
of the song; a melting pot of chaos ensued. The cry: “I got sickness in my head/I got spiders in my
bed/I said leave me be, man. I just wanna be on my own!” led into a stoned state of dreaminess and
distant harmonies. The song then exploded into one of the most audacious riffs I’d ever heard, followed
by another thirty seconds of all-out carnage and… STOP! The needle slid off the grooves and waited
for the vinyl to be turned over, where it would then be abused by the aural onslaught of: ‘Nothing Ever
Changes But The Shoes’. This was all I never knew I wanted to hear playing right in front of me. This was
like everything and nothing I’d heard rolled into one unified beast. This felt somehow dangerous and
comforting all at once. This was The Wildhearts!

ZEALOT FANBASE PRAISE
“The beauty of this book is that it really could apply to many fans of many different bands around the
world and their obsession with said band. Gary is brutally honest with some of his personal problems &
this book also shows at times music can be the one thing that gets us through another day (or even 5
minutes when we are at our lowest). He also shows that music and the love of the same band can forge
new friendships that may never have happened by being at a gig.”
Aleutia Shannon

“Zealot is a great read. There is, in places, an almost brutal self honesty that is a) refreshing and b)
resonating.”
Rhys Miles

“Just finished reading Zealot In Wonderland by Gary Davidson. A thoroughly enjoyable read as a
Wildhearts fan, and while it got pretty dark in places given some of the subject matter regarding the
author himself, I can honestly say that any Wildhearts fan will love it.”
Jason Soper
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“Just finished reading the Zealot in Wonderland book and wanted to say it’s the best book I’ve read in a
long time....thank you so much Gary Davidson for sharing his experiences and stories of being a Wildies
and Ginger nut. It made me laugh out loud and feel solemn at so much of it, and also brought back so
many memories of the greatest rock n roll band in the world. For any fans of the Wildhearts that haven’t
read/gotten it yet I strongly recommend this great book...a truly enjoyable experience and a true fans
account of loving and following a hugely underrated band.”
Scott Jeffs

“I haven’t read anything in recent years that was so honest, so heartfelt and so genuine. The affection and
love for the Wildhearts and, consequently, Ginger permeated every page. I loved the fact that it wasn’t
a biography of the band/singer per se, but one man’s take on what the music meant. Loved it, warts,
hiccups and all!”
Rob Turner
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